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INNOVATION - human creativity, new ways of problem solution are changing our world even in this very moment. Constant change of the new world replacing the old one is clearly seen all around us. This transformation is accompanied by great enthusiasm but even some emerging issues. Right these two aspects of innovation are central to our concerns and the reason of our intention to lead the group of people together.

The enthusiasm stems from the new possibilities for people to live their lives more intensely, fulfil themselves, to be successful. On the other side, the process of extinction of the old is not the matter of day to day process. It fulfils its role for a long time on. Searching for a non-violent and natural development is what we consider the most important. We suggest the solution consisting of prevention of conflict by balanced dialogue.

And this gave rise to the TechSummit Events: enthusiasm about the new ideas and creation of dialogue on adaptation of the innovations into the already existing system.

The TechSummit Events is independent commercial platform interconnecting all parties interested in sharing enthusiasm over innovations and creating dialogue for its application.

We organize conferences on innovation in the following areas:

Health, health service - health.techsummit
Shared and collaborative economy - share.techsummit
Technologies, internet, Smart Cities, 4.0 industrial revolution, cyber security, artificial intelligence, gadgets - techsummit
Start-ups, B2B trade - startup.techsummit
3D technologies - 3dworld.techsummit
Games, fun, education - funtech
City, development, community, solidarity - urbansummit
Financial technologies, Blockchain, cryptocurrencies - fin.techsummit
Our TechSummits are the places for meetings for all concerned parties:

**Innovators** - leaders, visionaries, and projects promoters, creatives. Those who create innovation.

**The companies** - those bring innovations into our everyday reality. On the other hand, even the companies from different competitive environment that are touched by the course of trade which is significantly changed or even jeopardized by the innovation.

**State and the legislators** - those who are settling the trade rules and are willing to search for the best solution for all concerned.

**Municipalities** - such state local authorities’ representatives.

**Enthusiasts** - pioneers and disseminator of the creative ideas who are responsible for spreading of the innovation among people.

This networking represents us the perfect picture of something new arising from the meetings of many mutually unknown parties. This is the idea of the TechSummit Events.

GENIUS LOCI TechSummit - the atmosphere of our conferences is expressed by the topic, people and activities.

Our topic is the pace of rapidly changing world with all its challenges and issues. We are drawing our curiosity to the human activity which is for now marginalized, but will be soon at the very centre.

Our guests are innovators who are engaged in inspiring, recommending and cooperating with others for higher purposes. Not only speakers are the important ones at our conferences, but everyone, because of the potential of inspiration and cooperation which everyone brings here.

To fulfil our aim, to inspire you with the new partners and ideas, we are providing you the balanced program with active listening, mutual dialogues and the touching spirit of innovation.

The sense and pleasure of the TechSummit Events is the moment when the meeting is transformed to the cooperation, relationship, to the exchange and trade.

TECHSUMMIT EVENTS
urbansummit

TARGET GROUP:
LOCAL STAKEHOLDERS | DEVELOPERS | CITIZENS | CITY REPRESENTATIVES

MAIN TOPIC:
URBANISM | ARCHITECTURE | TRANSPORT | CITIZENS LIFE | LEGISLATION | TOURISM

GEOLOCATION: BRATISLAVA

EXPECTING: 500 - 1000 PARTICIPANTS

FORMAT:
PANEL DISCUSSIONS | CONFERENCE | SHOW

27th - 29th SEPTEMBER 2018

DURATION: 3 DAYS
TARGET GROUP:
GOVERNMENT | STARTUPS | POLICY MAKERS | STAKE HOLDERS

MAIN TOPIC:
PSD2 A REGTECH | PEOPLE | BLOCKCHAIN

GEOLOCATION: CEE REGION

EXPECTING: 300 - 400 PARTICIPANTS
3dworld.techsummit

FORMAT:
CONFERENCE | WORKSHOPS
B2B MATCHING

TARGET GROUP:
LOCAL STAKEHOLDERS | STARTUPS | INVESTORS | BUILDING ENTREPRENEURS

MAIN TOPIC:
3D PRINT IN THE REAL OF SMART CITY

GEOLOCATION:
LEAGUE OF ARAB STATES

EXPECTING: 150 - 200 PARTICIPANTS
share.techsummit

FORMAT:
PANEL DISCUSSION | CASE STUDY | B2B MATCHING | EXPO

TARGET GROUP:
GOVERNMENT | STARTUPS | POLICY MAKERS | STAKEHOLDERS

MAIN TOPIC:
WHERE IS THE SHARING ECONOMY HEADING?
IS EUROPE ABLE TO CORRECTLY RESPOND TO A MODERN COMPETITIVE MARKET?
BENEFITS OF SHARING ECONOMY

GEOLOCATION: CEE REGION

EXPECTING: 150 - 200 PARTICIPANTS
techsummit

FORMAT:
PANEL DISCUSSIONS | EXPO | CONFERENCE | B2B MATCHING | INNOVATIVE COMPETITION | WORKSHOPS

TARGET GROUP:
GOVERNMENT | STARTUPS | POLICY MAKERS | STAKE HOLDERS

MAIN TOPIC:
SMART CITIES | STARTUPS | CYBER SECURITY | ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE | INDUSTRY 4.0 | BIOMED HEALTHTECH/SMART HOSPITAL

GEOLOCATION: CEE REGION

EXPECTING: 500 - 600 PARTICIPANTS

BRATISLAVA
ORGANIZER
DURATION: 2 DAYS
29th - 30th MAY 2019
startup.techsummit

FORMAT:
SHOW | COMPETITION | WORKSHOPS | THINK THANK | F*CKUPS IN BUSINESS | STARTUPS BOX RING FIGHT

TARGET GROUP:
INVESTORS | STARTUPS | STUDENTS AND SCHOOLS

MAIN TOPIC:
EXPAND YOUR STARTUP | COMPETE TO WIN PRIZES FROM INVESTORS

LOCATION: UNIQUE PLACE

GEOLOCATION: EUROPEAN UNION

EXPECTING: 150 - 200 PARTICIPANTS
funtech

FORMAT:
MULTIGENRE FESTIVAL | DIGITAL SKILLS WORKSHOP | HIGHTECH PRODUCTS EXPO

TARGET GROUP:
GENERATION XYZ | MAIN GROUP - YOUNG | GENERATION 12 - 35 YEARS OLD

GEOLOCATION: CEE

EXPECTING: 20 000 PARTICIPANTS
(CO-ORGANIZER)

CO-ORGANIZED WITH: PC REVUE
funtech

MAIN TOPIC:

VIRTUAL REALITY | COMPUTER GAMES | DRONES | ROBOTICS | 3D SCAN/PRINT | AUTONOMOUS CARS | INTERNET | SMART CITIES | SMART HOME | EHEALTH | ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES | ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
team.techsummit events

ČAJKO DAVY
ceo & founder

MARTIŠKOVÁ LUCIA
event manager

ĎURINA MARTIN
social media manager

ŠTEFINOVÁ VIERA
coordinator

STANO MICHAL
event manager

URBANOVÁ NAĎA
PR & marketing

HURTA MILAN
graphic support

VIRŠÍKOVÁ SILVIA
economy manager
past events

TECHSUMMIT 2018 - 6th - 7th June 2018
VENUE: Hotel Crowne Plaza Bratislava
DURATION: 2 days | GEOLOCATION: CEE
MAIN TOPICS: smart city | smart hospital | industry 4.0 | artificial intelligence | cybersecurity | startups
PARTICIPANTS: more than 400 | SPEAKERS: 114

SHARE.TECHSUMMIT 2018 - 15th March 2018
VENUE: Hotel Radisson Blu Carlton - Bratislava
DURATION: 1 day | GEOLOCATION: CEE
MAIN TOPICS: benefits and regulation of sharing economy
PARTICIPANTS: more than 200 | SPEAKERS: 39

FIN.TECHSUMMIT 2017 - 16th November 2017
VENUE: Hotel Crowne Plaza – Bratislava
DURATION: 1 day | GEOLOCATION: CEE
MAIN TOPICS: PSD2 a regtech | people | blockchain | revoultion
PARTICIPANTS: more than 300 | SPEAKERS: 37
past events

TECHSUMMIT 2017 - 11th - 12th May 2017
VENUE: Hotel Crowne Plaza - Bratislava
DURATION: 2 days | GEOLOCATION: CEE
MAIN TOPICS: smart city regióny | biomed healthtech | cyber-security B2B | industry 4.0 | innovations and IoT
PARTICIPANTS: more than 400 | SPEAKERS: 101

TECHSUMMIT 2016 - 11th - 12th May 2016
VENUE: HOLLIDAY INN, Bratislava
DURATION: 2 days | GEOLOCATION: CEE
MAIN TOPICS: innovations and technology
PARTICIPANTS: more than 200 | SPEAKERS: 70
partners of our conferences
Katarína Touquet Jaremová (SK)  
*Representation of the European Commission in Slovakia*

„First of all, I would like to thank you and your entire team, on behalf of our head of EC Representation in the SR Dušan Chrenek, for the excellent organization of the successful Techsummit 2017 event.”

---

Robert Miskuf (SK)  
*PEDAL Consulting*

„Once again, I would like to sincerely congratulate you for a very successful conference.”

---

Juraj Kapašný (SK)  
*CEO at Knoyd*

„I am always happy to attend such events as was this one.”

---

Pavol Molnár (SK)  
*CEO at Crypto invest*

„I would like to thank you for the opportunity to have a stand and to make my company visible. We had a huge interest from lots of people,”

---

Ján Horváth (SK), PEWAS

„This way, I would like to thank you for organizing TechSummit and inviting our company. It’s great that you’ve been able to attract so many interesting companies and speakers. We keep our fingers crossed in the next years.”

---

Jesper van der Heiden (NE)  
*J&T real estate*

„I am happy at least I managed to fulfill my promise and present. I would like to thank you for your help and congratulate you with the nicely organized conference!”

---

Peter Handzuš (SK)  
*Solution Architect at DXC Technology*

„We are glad we could attend and contribute.”

---

Evgeny Likhoded (UK)  
*Founder & CEO at ClauseMatch, RegTech / FinTech Entrepreneur*

„Thank you very much for having us in Bratislava and putting together a great event! We thoroughly enjoyed our time there.”
FUTURE PROOF S.R.O.

THE COMPANY FUTURE PROOF HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED IN 2013 WITH MISSION OF ORGANISING AND CREATING YOUR OWN OPEN PLATFORMS (EVENTS, CONFERENCES AND HUBS) THAT ARE SPECIALIZED IN TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION.
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+421 903 429 190
INFO@TECHSUMMIT.SK
WWW.TECHSUMMIT.SK
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